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To correlate the burgeoning volume of biostratigraphic information available from the Silurian rocks of Baltica, it is ad-
vantageous to use numerical algorithms. Graphical correlation and related numerical methods routinely incorporate
taxon range-ends and bentonites. Bentonites must be matched exactly. Local taxon ranges match or under-represent true
ranges and may be stretched to fit hypotheses of correlation. Carbon isotope excursions are better handled as conserva-
tive uncertainty intervals – a new data class with properties and freedoms that are the opposite of taxon ranges. Uncer-
tainty intervals match or over-represent truly correlative segments and inflexion points in the local series of isotopic ra-
tios; they may be shrunk to fit correlations between sections. By these means, three fundamentally different kinds of
stratigraphic information may be combined in a mutually supportive fashion without over-stating the precision of any
of them. When incorporated as uncertainty intervals, Silurian isotopic excursions improve automated construction of
inter-regional, ordinal time-lines of taxon first- and last-appearances at both the coarsest and finest resolution. The
known succession of a few named excursions helps to stack relatively brief stratigraphic sections into their correct order
in longer time-lines. The limits and details of individual excursions support some of the highest-resolution segments of
optimized time-lines of individual taxon originations and extinctions. At intermediate scales, local taxon ranges are the
unrivalled information source. For the best results, detailed taxon ranges, bentonite analyses and stable isotope time se-
ries need to be developed from the same rocks as often as possible. • Key words: biostratigraphy, chemostratigraphy,
bentonite, graphic correlation, constrained optimization, Silurian, Baltica.
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Progressive refinement of the Silurian stratigraphic frame-
work for Baltica has reached a challenging threshold: the
growing volume of relevant stratigraphic information thre-
atens to overwhelm traditional correlation methods that
rely solely upon expert human inspection of faunal lists and
two-dimensional graphs. Stratigraphic sections continue to
be published from sea cliffs, quarries and numerous well
cores (Fig. 1) that preserve the local ranges of biostrati-
graphically useful fossil clades. My current compilation of
readily available literature contains local ranges for nearly
800 Silurian graptolite, conodont, chitinozoan and acri-
tarch taxa (exclusive of cf. and sp. identifications) from
82 sections. This surely underestimates the information
held by experts: Rubel et al. (2006) built a composite chiti-
nozoan range chart from 44 Baltic localities, whereas my
compilation includes chitinozoan data for only fourteen. In
addition to taxon ranges, there are local records of more
than 50 recognized K-bentonite beds and at least three

carbon isotope excursions. All this information amounts to
more than 6,600 local records of events (taxon range ends,
excursion peaks, etc.) to be considered in correlation. The
majority are local taxon range ends which, inevitably, dif-
fer in the details of their sequence from place to place.

Decades ago, biostratigraphers in petroleum companies
faced the same challenge – too much information to man-
age mentally but not enough to point straightforwardly to
the true sequence of taxon origination and extinction
events. To build a composite sequence from its large bio-
stratigraphic database and to resolve the innumerable local
contradictions in the preserved sequence of events,
AMOCO adopted Shaw’s (1964) graphic correlation tech-
nique (Mann & Lane 1995, Shaw 1995). Graphic correla-
tion remains popular for Palaeozoic biochronology (e.g.
Grubb & Finney 1995, Gouwy & Bultynck 2003, Sweet
2005, Rubel et al. 2006, Kleffner & Barrick 2011). Al-
though manual graphic correlation becomes impractically
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tedious for very large volumes of data, computer programs
have taken over the data handling aspects. An alternative
computer technique for sequencing large amounts of first-
and last-appearance data is constrained optimization
(CONOP; Sadler et al. 2003; latest freeware version ob-
tainable from the author); the CONOP program builds di-
rectly upon Shaw’s concept of “economy of fit” to perform
a multidimensional graphic correlation (Kemple et al.
1995; Sadler 2004, 2010). CONOP has been used to se-
quence Neogene diatoms (Cody et al. 2008), the entire
graptoloid clade (Sadler & Cooper 2011), late Ordovician
chitinozoans (Hints et al. 2011), Ordovician conodonts
(Goldman et al. 2011) and the Permo-Triassic mass extinc-
tion (Shen et al. 2011).

Graphic correlation was designed to deal with taxon
range-ends and readily incorporates marker beds, such

as geochemically fingerprinted K-bentonites, that can be
confidently matched from place to place. Carbon isotope
excursions differ significantly from these two kinds of
information. After a brief review of graphic correlation
and “economy of fit” to illustrate how CONOP
optimizes the fitness of palaeobiological time-lines, I
shall contrast the essential properties of three classes of
time-stratigraphic information, describe a means to in-
clude isotope excursions in CONOP, and illustrate some
benefits that result.
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The foundation of Shaw’s graphic correlation is an x-y scat-
ter plot: the axes of the plot are two stratigraphic sections;
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 ! Location of many of the cores and sections in the rich stratigraphic record of Silurian rocks of Baltica, shown on present day map coordinates.
Inset: early Silurian palaeogeography.



each youngs away from the origin; and the line of correla-
tion (LOC) that connects the (x, y) coordinates of coeval
horizons must have non-negative slope everywhere on the
graph. Events preserved in both sections plot as points on
the graph (Fig. 2) and guide placement of the LOC. Depen-
ding upon the nature of the events and their preservation,
the LOC may be constrained to pass through a point or
simply to pass as near as possible to as many points as po-
ssible. It is the essence of biostratigraphic correlation prob-
lems that LOCs of non-negative slope can almost never be
arranged to pass though all points at the coordinates of sha-
red taxon range-ends. Instead, some points (as few as po-
ssible) must be adjusted (as little as possible) to fall on a
plausible LOC.

The patchy, dynamic nature of biotic communities and
the vagaries of preservation combine to leave local records
of taxon range that underestimate true ranges by unknown
amounts. The amounts surely vary from place to place and
from taxon to taxon. Thus, local time-lines of appearances
and disappearances of fossil taxa vary as a result of both
real ecologic differences and incomplete preservation and
sampling. Compensation for the underestimation is
achieved by limiting the adjustments of points on the graph
to those that extend observed ranges. Minimizing the total
amount of adjustment is an exercise in optimization, which
Shaw (1964) called “economy of fit” (Kemple et al. 1995).
It is more exactly termed constrained optimization because
the scope of permissible adjustments is restricted.

LOCs resolve differences between two sections and fix
a sequence of events to which both may be fit. CONOP
uses a multiple-section LOC as the composite sequence of
events. LOCs also allow information from one section to
be projected into another. Shaw’s graphic correlation uses
such projections to progress from individual sections to a
composite section via a succession of these two-section
plots. Graphic correlation is an iterative process that adds
sections, one-by one, to the growing composite. Then sev-
eral rounds of refinement are needed to remove bias intro-
duced by the order in which sections were added. Refer to
Shaw (1964) or Mann & Lane (1995) for full details. For
the purpose of understanding how CONOP proceeds, it is
not necessary to examine the logic of the later iterations in
graphic correlation. Two-section plots are used here sim-
ply to illustrate the concept economy of fit between local
data and hypothetical sequences of events by analogy with
linear regression (MacLeod & Sadler 1995). Although
economy of fit is common to both graphic correlation and
CONOP, the purpose of the LOC is different in a subtle but
operationally significant way.

In graphic correlation one section on the succession of
two-section graphs is always assumed, a priori, to be the
better. On the initial graph it is a subjective choice that be-
comes the composite section, which is carried forward as
an emerging solution, from one 2-section plot to the next.

Only adjustments that enhance the composite section are of
interest. The best placement of the LOC for this purpose at-
tempts to keep the coordinates of first- and last-appear-
ances on opposite sides of the LOC (MacLeod & Sadler
1995). To facilitate this process, first- and last- appear-
ances are traditionally plotted as circles and crosses, re-
spectively.

For CONOP, by contrast, a multi-section LOC is the
solution, not a composite section. CONOP manages a sin-
gle “graph” with one dimension for every section. All sec-
tions are considered at once. There need be no a priori pre-
ferred section. The computer tracks adjustments to all
sections. Therefore, CONOP adjusts all points onto the
LOC, in effect, examining the consequences of fitting
all sections to the same sequence of events in a piecewise
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"! Graphic representation of pairs of Baltic Silurian cores using
shared taxon range-end coordinates to indicate best-fit line of correlation
(LOC). • A – LOC constrained to a narrow path. • B – LOC less well con-
strained. Angle symbols with circles for first-appearance range-ends point
down and to left; longer arms of cross symbols for last-appearance
range-ends point up and to right. The long ends of both symbols indicate
directions in which coordinates may be adjusted to stretch observed
range; i.e. first-appearances down-section only; last appearances up-sec-
tion only. The x- and y-axes are not drawn to the same scale.
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linear regression. To facilitate this process it is a CONOP
convention to plot range-end events as right angle symbols
whose open ends point in the directions of permitted ad-
justment; i.e. range extensions in either section (Fig. 2). To
accommodate readers with either CONOP or graphic cor-
relation experience, the right angle symbols are combined
with smaller crosses and circles in this paper.

Of course, the CONOP multi-section “graph” is actu-
ally a set of matrices, with one column for every section
and rows for stratigraphic events. In place of experts
drawing a succession of LOCs, the algorithms may be
imagined to manipulate the order of the rows to find an
optimal fit. CONOP capitalizes on the computer’s facility
for tedious iterative tasks. Its matrix manipulations use all
information from all sections throughout the optimization
process. CONOP algorithms achieve this by inverting
Shaw’s process (Kemple et al. 1995). Instead of building
a solution progressively from the data, the algorithms test
a huge set of possible solutions against all of the data.
Starting from an essentially random guess, the algorithms
improve the solution by mutation and fitness tests, much
like organic evolution (Kemple et al. 1995). Solutions are
possible sequences of all events; they are palaeobiologi-
cal time-lines. The terms LOC and time-line will be used
to differentiate between graphic correlation and CONOP,
respectively.

The choice between graphic correlation and CONOP is
a trade-off between mutually exclusive advantages.
Graphic correlation favors the transparency of correlation

on two-section graphs. CONOP sacrifices transparency for
the advantage of a total data approach, which also elimi-
nates some apparent subjectivity and gains reproducibility
(Kemple et al. 1995).

Graphic correlation adjusts ranges on the unique con-
tinuous thickness scale of the standard section which re-
cords the sequence and spacing of events. The resulting
spacing is strongly influenced by the accumulation history
of the standard section. CONOP initially optimizes time-
lines only for the order of events. It adjusts range-ends in
all sections, but only to other event horizons. The resulting
multi-section time-line is purely ordinal and does not rep-
resent the spacing of events. Two-section projections of the
multi-section ordinal time-line resemble LOCs but differ in
this regard: the ordinal time-line is subsequently scaled us-
ing thickness information from all sections and then cali-
brated using dated events (Sadler et al. 2009).

This three-step process (sequencing-spacing-calibrat-
ing) minimizes bias introduced by local differences in ac-
cumulation rate. The bias can be further reduced by mini-
mizing the size of local range adjustments as measured
in numbers of event levels rather than a thickness scale.
Carbon isotope excursions require special consideration
only in the first of the three steps and that is the focus of this
paper.
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Time-stratigraphic correlation for the Silurian of Baltica
rests primarily on three kinds of information: the local stra-
tigraphic positions of bentonite beds, taxon range-ends,
and carbon isotope excursions. Stratigraphic fidelity varies
considerably between these three and they must be handled
differently in correlation.
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In the Silurian deposits of Baltica, chemically fingerprin-
ted bentonites are the best candidates for time-stratigraphic
marker horizons. Their deposition time is much briefer
than the general resolving power of geologic correlation
or calibration. They are the simplest, most effective and
most demanding of time-stratigraphic information. Their
stratigraphic positions are assumed to be faithfully recor-
ded. In graphic correlation they fix points whose coordina-
tes may not be adjusted to the LOC; rather, the LOC must
pass through them (Fig. 3); that is, other events must be ad-
justed to honor the a-priori assumption that the bentonite
horizons correlate precisely. Accordingly there must be
strong evidence that the same bentonite is identified in each
location.
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&! Two-dimensional projection of detail of best-fit, 82-section,
ordinal, CONOP time-line for sections in a portion of Fig. 2B. Matched
bentonites (filled squares) constrain choice of sequence of range end coor-
dinates (angle symbols as in Fig. 2). Ticks on the core axes indicate the
number and position of observed event horizons. Dashed lines indicate
range extensions needed to fit all range-end events to the time-line (thick
grey line).
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The use of taxon ranges in correlation relies upon the uni-
queness of species. Every fossil taxon adds two unique
events to the time-line – its origination and extinction. It is
highly unlikely that local first- and last-appearances will
correspond exactly with true origination and extinction
events (FADs and LADs). The local observed ranges are
almost inevitably too short and may be stretched until all
sections fit the same LOC or time-line (Figs 3, 4). In other
words, local first-appearances may be adjusted downward
only and the local last-appearances upward only.

Because a FAD may not be adjusted upward, it cannot
change position relative to LADs and bentonites seen
above it in any section. A corresponding constraint holds
for LADs and bentonites found below them. These obser-
vations may stem from a single section and yet exercise
powerful constraints on LOCs and timelines. They are suf-
ficient to drive Alroy’s (1994) appearance event ordination
algorithms and the unitary association method (Guex
1991), two other approaches to automated correlation.
These constraints place an obvious premium on consistent
taxonomy. The resulting composite range will encompass
not only all local occurrences of a species, but also any lo-
cal variations in the species concept.
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Continuous, high-resolution, stable-isotope records deve-
loped from Neogene and younger sediment cores may be
correlated by sophisticated time-series software and auto-
mated graphic correlation (e.g. Lisiecki & Raymo 2005).
Numerous correlative cores prove the stability of the result.
Silurian chemostratigraphy faces bigger challenges: secti-
ons tend to be shorter (relative to the interval between
fluctuations in isotope ratios); the sampling interval may be
greater; the likelihood of post depositional compromise is
much higher; and the opportunities for independent age ca-
libration are fewer. Carbon isotope correlation in the Silu-
rian depends upon a small number of striking positive ex-
cursions that have been recognized in strata of essentially
the same age from widely separated locations (Cramer et
al. 2011a). In addition to this empirical justification for
correlating carbon isotope excursions, ocean circulation
and mixing dynamics provide physical reasons to expect
comparable timing over wide areas.

Like taxa, Silurian carbon isotope excursions have been
named and correlated, but they differ from fossil taxon
ranges in significant ways. Fossil species may be identified
and named in isolation. An isotope excursion may be rec-
ognized as such in isolation but cannot be assigned a name
without associated evidence of approximate age. More
significantly, the end of a taxon range is the difference

between presence and absence of the fossil taxon; this dis-
tinction and local recognition of a range end is self-evident,
even if absence may be a misleading artifact of preserva-
tion. Isotopic excursions are delimited by finite changes
between successive values in a stratigraphically ordered
series of isotope analyses. There is no useful chemostra-
tigraphic equivalent of absence. Positive excursions are
readily recognized qualitatively where values rise substan-
tially to one or more peaks and then subside. Cramer et al.
(2010) recognized the beginning of an excursion by the rate
of change of delta values, but there is no standard numeri-
cal method for picking boundaries and peaks of Silurian
isotope excursions and no standardized procedure for dis-
tinguishing excursions from random fluctuations in
sparsely sampled sections. The form and clarity of an ex-
cursion is influenced by sample spacing, the material ana-
lyzed, and differences in the post depositional history of
samples. Even where these factors are constant, the appear-
ance of an excursion can be influenced by the distribution
of hiatal surfaces and changes in accumulation rate. Parts
of an excursion may be truncated at the limits of a sampled
section.

For automated correlation of Silurian excursions, there-
fore, it seems prudent to place conservative uncertainty
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'! Two-dimensional projection of detail of a best-fit, 82-section,
ordinal, CONOP time-line (thick grey line) constrained by a bentonite
marker bed and uncertainty intervals on the early Sheinwoodian carbon
isotope excursion. Large open rectangles: one possible representation of
excursion as uncertainty intervals before shrinkage to fit information from
all 82 sections. Grey rectangles: shrunk by CONOP time-line optimiza-
tion. Ticks on the core axes indicate the number and position of observed
event horizons, most of them recording range-end events not shared by
the two sections. Isotope curves from Kaljo & Martma (2006).
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intervals separately on various parts of each anomaly; e.g.
the rising and falling sections, as well as the peaks or pla-
teaus. Intervals may overlap one another and multiple
peaks may be recognized within a plateau of high values.
Not all sampled sections need to differentiate all the seg-
ments of an excursion. Local patterns should be neither
over- nor under-interpreted. Uncertainty will be greatest
where sampling is sparse or the form of the excursion either
complex or indistinct. The goal is to ensure that all uncer-
tainty intervals assigned to the same part of the same ex-
cursion, but in different sections, include at least one
point of the same age. Thus, the interval assigned to a ris-
ing section, for example, needs to start conservatively in a
sampled level with near background isotope values and to
extend one or two samples beyond the peak value or the
older edge of high plateau values. An essential part of the
exercise is to imagine the possible impact on correlation
of new samples with higher or lower values between those
actually available.

Unlike local taxon ranges that stretch to fit time-lines,
uncertainty intervals shrink to fit; i.e. the older limit of un-
certainty may be adjusted up-section only and the younger
limit down-section. In graphic correlation these uncer-
tainty intervals define rectangular boxes that the LOC must
intersect somewhere (Fig. 4). If the LOC does not pass
along the main diagonal, the box shrinks to fit; the LOC be-
comes the main diagonal of the new box and the amount of
shrinkage in each section is a measure of misfit to be mini-
mized in a manner equivalent to the extension of a taxon
range. Stretching of taxon ranges may be boundless;
shrinkage of uncertainty intervals must stop when the lim-
its meet each other and the box becomes a point. LOCs and
time-lines will only depart from the main diagonal of the
local uncertainty box if the placement of other events de-
mands it or would require greater net adjustment of other
observations.

Because they shrink to fit, rather than stretch, uncer-
tainty intervals can enforce greater constraint on LOCs and
time-lines than individual taxon ranges – even the ranges of
those taxa that serve to identify named isotopic excursions.
The degree of constraint will vary along LOCs and time
lines. Both tend to be best constrained and most reliable in
the vicinity of bentonites or brief isotope excursions that
generate small uncertainty boxes (Fig. 5). Tighter uncer-
tainty boxes enforce more constraint and very small boxes
are operationally indistinguishable from bentonite marker
beds; i.e. they have more power to trammel the time-line
and force taxon range extensions. Tight local uncertainty
intervals, based upon intensive sampling in sections with a
rich record of fossil taxa and/or bentonites, will drive the
shrinkage of larger uncertainty intervals in other sections
with a rich fossil record but sparse isotopic analyses. Of
course, all local uncertainty intervals must be loose enough
to ensure that they contain a valid correlation. Taxon range

ends may stretch to fit any sequence! If isotopic excursions
are named out of order relative to one another or to benton-
ite correlations, however, there will be no viable time-line;
CONOP algorithms will report a partial-ordering error.

In deciding how large an uncertainty interval needs to
be, one needs to realize that even very loose intervals may
assist considerably in the assembly of composite time-lines
that span much more time than individual sections. Shaw’s
method was designed for correlation in the strict sense; i.e.
compositing sections that all overlap considerably in time.
Reconstructing Silurian macroevolutionary dynamics is
more a matter of “seriation;” i.e. the desired time-line is a
stack of much shorter sections many pairs of which could
not generate a useful x-y plot because they do not overlap
in time. Graphic correlation must either start with the sec-
tion of longest duration, regardless of its completeness, or
stitch together several composites by other means. By in-
verting the process and starting from a complete but largely
random time-line, CONOP avoids this snag entirely. Never-
theless, the trial-and-error process of optimizing the stack
of events in the time line is considerably accelerated if
many sections can immediately be placed into the coarse
temporal framework of a series of major isotopic excur-
sions. Both graphic correlation and CONOP struggle to
correlate between biotic provinces that share few taxa
(Sadler & Sabado 2009). Isotope excursions may be traced
across province boundaries. Thus, although the full value
of Silurian isotopic excursions to time stratigraphy derives
from tight geochemical sampling in richly fossiliferous
sections (Cramer et al. 2010), the ability to place loose un-
certainty intervals on less favorable sections has consider-
able value for assembling time-lines for dissimilar biotas
that differ in age or province.
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Although numerous types of events may be applied to cor-
relation, they correspond to a smaller number of logical
classes according to the adjustments that may be made
when fitting time-lines (Sadler & Cervato 2011). The pre-
ceding discussion of bentonites, fossil taxa and isotopes
may be resolved into three generic classes of event. The
first two enjoy routine use. The third is new; it has been ad-
ded to the CONOP freeware and tested for about two years.
• Correlative horizons (“ASH” events in CONOP nota-

tion) – local stratigraphic positions that may not move
to fit a time-line and for which there is strong evidence
that 1) the same horizon is identified in each location
and 2) the horizon is not diachronous; e.g. ash-fall ben-
tonites, turbidite beds. LOCs and time-lines simply ho-
nor the a priori assumption of correlation; in the grap-
hic correlation idiom: the LOC must pass through the
shared coordinates of these points.
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• Underestimated intervals (paired range-end events,
“FAD” and “LAD” in CONOP notation) – intervals
that may stretch to fit time-lines because uniquely iden-
tifiable and locally observed ends of the interval must
fall at or between the ends of the true interval; e.g. taxon
ranges. Parsimony demands that time-lines pass as
close as possible to the shared coordinates of as many
of these interval end-points as possible. LOCs and
time-lines tend to report the maximum known interval.

• Overestimated intervals (paired uncertainty limit
events, “MAX” and “MIN” in CONOP notation) – in-
tervals that may shrink to fit an LOC because the local
ends of the interval are conservatively placed to ensure
that they encompass the true correlative interval or ho-
rizon; e.g. stable isotope excursions. Time-lines must
intersect the boxes generated by the shared coordinates
of the interval ends.
We may imagine interval classes that are free to mi-

grate up-section or down-section as a unit. Stratigraphic in-
tervals of this type provide little or no constraint for time
correlation. The Silurian of Baltica includes other types of
time stratigraphic information that may be fit into the three
time-stratigraphically useful categories as follows.
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Radioisotopic dates may be handled in the first or third ca-
tegory. Dated horizons bring the unique advantage that
their relative ages are known whether or not they occur in
superposition at a single locality. Thus, dated horizons
of different age in different sections have a predetermined
order on LOCs and in time-lines. This limits the number of
feasible time-lines that need to be evaluated during optimi-
zation (Sadler 2006). A dated horizon has a known and fi-
xed stratigraphic position that is not subject to adjustment.
Although this can justify assigning a dated event to the first
category, the estimated age usually carries an uncertainty.
Age estimates of two dated events may overlap leaving
their true order unresolved. Thus, it is better to treat dated
events as overestimated intervals. In the local sections,
both ends of the interval (MAX and MIN in CONOP nota-
tion) plot at the sampled horizon. They cannot be adjusted
there because no more shrinkage is possible. The relative
position and separation of all MAX and MIN pairs for da-
ted events is recorded by also placing them in an additional
section that has a time scale rather than a thickness scale. If
age estimates from different isotopic systems need to be
kept separate, there can be a time-scaled section for each
system. This treatment allows dated events and their uncer-
tainties to be included in the optimization process from the
outset, avoids placing too much confidence on the mean
age estimate, and permits calibration of the resulting time-
line by regression, without reference to biozones.
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The contribution of chemostratigraphic sections to high-
resolution time-lines is compromised when they are publis-
hed with individual isotopic measurements but only bio-
zone boundaries instead of raw taxon-range data. Biozone
boundaries may be used as events in numerical correlation,
but should surely most often be represented as conservative
uncertainty intervals. These intervals should at least span
the gap between successive fossiliferous samples and at
best a confidence interval based on the size frequency dis-
tribution of gaps between finds within the range of the defi-
nitive taxa. It has been assumed, since at least the advent of
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)! Best-fit ordinal, CONOP time-lines for cores in Fig. 2.
• A – time-line placement constrained by bentonite marker beds within a
wider swath of range-end events. • B – isotope excursions force a depar-
ture from simplest time-line through sparse taxon range ends. Uncertainty
intervals fit to isotope curves in Kaljo & Martma (2006). Grey inner rect-
angles, where present, indicate shrinkage from local uncertainty intervals
(open rectangles) where better constraint was supplied by other strati-
graphic information. The illustrated ordinal time-lines (grey) were fit by
CONOP to information from 82 sections, not merely the pairs in these
graphs; inflexion points without shared events are fit to events projected
into the section from which they are missing.
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graphic correlation, that the local first occurrences of a ta-
xon are not precisely time correlative. Building time-lines
for acritarchs alone, for example, is difficult because so
many taxa are long-lived, span more time than many local
stratigraphic sections, and are rather facies dependent; this
task is aided considerably by including both the acritarch
taxon ranges and uncertainty intervals for stage boundaries
established by independent evidence. The uncertainty in-
tervals for the stage boundaries may be placed in order on a
time-scaled section.
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Careful and confident field geologists may wish to treat se-
quence boundaries as marker horizons, but the CONOP
process cannot undo or adjust such a-priori decisions about
correlative horizons. Ultimately, a robust framework of
sequence boundaries would ensure very high resolving
power. Where the correspondence of sequence boundaries
is less certain, a stratigraphic interval encompassing seve-
ral sequences may be entered as an uncertainty interval.
Boundaries between Silurian stratigraphic units have been
traced as seismic surfaces beneath the Baltic Sea (Tuuling &
Floden 2009). Were the seismic boundaries to be traced into
cores, the vertical resolution of the seismic surfaces would
likely correspond to uncertainty intervals in the cores.
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The recovered abundance of a taxon varies throughout its
range, but the use of acme horizons as precisely correlative
time-horizons has weak theoretical support. CONOP offers

a looser option that constrains an acme horizon to adjust-
ment up and down within the corresponding taxon range. If
local acme intervals involving one or more taxa are identi-
fied precisely or conservatively, they might be ventured as
under- or over-estimated intervals, respectively.
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Because we have limited freedom to adjust them, marker
beds and uncertainty intervals exert considerable constra-
int on feasible time-lines. In 2-dimensional projections of
their operation, they become gateways through which
time-lines must pass (Fig. 5). Because LOCs and time-lines
cannot have negative slopes, these gateways act like colli-
mators, constraining the trajectories of feasible time-lines
approaching and leaving the gate; thus, each gateway ren-
ders two rectangular areas of the graph out-of-bounds to
time-lines. At a bentonite, the out-of-bounds areas con-
verge on a point (Fig. 6). Uncertainty intervals on an iso-
tope excursion set wider gateways, but the out-of-bounds
areas remain considerable. Unequal radioisotopic dates,
one in each section, define a single out-of-bounds area –
any time-line entering the out-of-bounds quadrant would
place the dated events out of order (Sadler 2006).

By contrast, range-end events may be stretched without
bound to fit any sequence of events, though not without
raising the magnitude of misfit between that time-line and
the field data. The value of range-end events lies in the
large numbers available to define an optimal “path of least
adjustment” for LOCs and time-lines between gateway
constraints. Range ends that plot within out-of-bounds ar-
eas must be diachronous and cannot avoid adjustment to
the time-line by CONOP (in graphic correlation only those
adjustments would be made that extend ranges in the com-
posite section). All discrepancies are resolved by adjust-
ments that stretch the composite range, whether they result
from flawed taxonomy, incomplete preservation, or faunal
migration. Inconsistent taxonomy tends to lengthen com-
posite taxon ranges because it loosens de facto species defi-
nitions. Entirely mistaken identifications might equate two
taxa of different age and cause whole segments of timelines
to telescope, but this is unlikely unless bad data out-num-
ber the good. Telescoping can also be caused by taxa with
long ranges that have been found only in short and non-cor-
relative sections. Both risks of telescoping are greatest if
the taxa concerned are the only ones that bridge between
dissimilar biotic provinces. In both cases, telescoping will
be prevented if an isotope excursion occupies the interval
between the non-correlative ranges or partial ranges.

It can also happen that an isotope excursion defines an
out-of-bounds area that encloses an immovable marker bed
(Fig. 7A). Adjustments cannot resolve this situation be-
cause shrinkage enlarges the out-of-bounds areas. An error
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*! Shared marker beds and uncertainty intervals delineate areas
of graph (grey) that are out-of-bounds to ordinal CONOP time-lines. As-
suming the marker beds and uncertainty intervals are correctly matched,
local range-ends that fall within grey area are surely diachronous as pre-
served. Other symbols as in Fig. 2.
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must be purged from the input data: either an uncertainty
interval has been set too small, or the excursions do not
match, or the marker beds are not the same. Figure 7 illus-
trates how such a situation might arise from attempts to eke
extra resolving power from subordinate fluctuations in car-
bon isotope data. The example imagines trying to refine the
Homerian correlation between basin (Grötlingbo-1 core)
and shelf (Hunninge-1 core). The characteristic Homerian
(“Mulde”) excursion has a double peak. In both shelf and
basin cores, the small sampling interval reveals a pattern of
subordinate peaks and troughs superimposed on what is as-
sumed to be the older of the paired excursions. Although

several of these features would disappear with the removal
of a single analysis, and although some similarity results
merely from wider sampling intervals toward the top of the
record in both cores, we can develop an example of data in
conflict by noting tempting similarities of pattern in the
raw data and imagining attempts to correlate them. An at-
tempt that starts aligning peaks from the top down
(Fig. 7A) fails to keep the bentonite in-bounds; the result
cannot be accepted without challenging a traditional ben-
tonite correlation. Aligning peaks from the bottom up
(Fig. 7B) keeps the bentonite on the time-line. An attempt
to match the subordinate peaks closest to the bentonite in
each core (Fig. 7C) finds too few peaks below this level in
the Hunninge core and must surmise that a hiatus known in
shelf sections has cropped the record of fluctuations.
Within this two-section projection of a small piece of the
full Silurian data matrix, taxon range ends are insufficient
resolve the options. A single shared taxon range-end
(first-appearance of the graptolite Gothograptus nassa)
serves only to confirm placement within the larger
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+! Three attempts to fit ordinal CONOP time-lines to subordinate
isotopic fluctuations atop the older of the twin Homerian (“Mulde”) car-
bon isotopic excursions in the Grötlingbo-1 and Hunninge-1 cores.
• A – matches fluctuations without regard for the bentonite, which is
forced out-of-bounds relative to the resulting uncertainty intervals on sub-
ordinate peaks (grey numbered boxes) and troughs (open boxes).
• B – matches fluctuations in a manner that renders the bentonite correla-
tion in-bounds. • C – attempts a closer match between the subordinate
peaks at the level of the bentonite (black triangles), by reference to a hiatal
surface (wavy line) that might crop the excursion record in the Hunninge
core. Time-line details influenced by optimization of information from
many other sections. All raw data from chart by Calner et al. (2003) who
were wise not to portray the detailed correlation attempted for this demon-
stration.
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Homerian excursion. Figures 7B and C have reached the
limit of resolving power with the information at hand.

Notice that Fig. 7 shows uncertainty intervals for both
the larger excursion plateau, and the smaller fluctuations
within it. This ploy allows the optimization process to work
with both finely and coarsely sampled sections. How might
conflicted data like Fig. 7A arise in practice? It would
likely be a consequence of compiling a large volume of in-
formation from many different sources. Discarding infor-
mation is perilous too. Numerical algorithms have the ad-
vantage that they can efficiently seek out incompatibilities
in huge data sets; they allow interpretation and quality con-
trol to proceed together.
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Time-lines that incorporate geochemical excursions and
range-end events for numerous marine taxa, rather than a
few biozone boundaries, may be used to explore the
co-evolution of ocean composition and biota from different
clades at a resolution much finer than zones and stages
(Sadler & Cooper 2011). A highly resolved and unbinned
taxon richness history can readily be recovered from
time-lines as a running sum of origination events (+1) and
extinction events (–1). Estimates of taxon richness and

mean longevity at every event level in the time-line are two
of many standard outputs of the CONOP program. Because
the isotope excursions have been part of the time-line opti-
mization from the outset, their position in the time-line is
evident without further recourse to calibration (Fig. 8). For
the derived macro-evolutionary data, it is necessary to con-
sider artifacts of uneven sampling (e.g. Foote 2000). The
CONOP algorithms can map all unadjusted local ranges
back into the time-line. This permits both taxonomic qua-
lity control and biogeographic analysis (Sadler 2010). Fi-
gure 9 shows the composite ranges of four example taxa in
the form of histograms of the number of supporting local
ranges as a function of position within the composite range.
These histograms confirm that the ranges have continuous
support and that abrupt first appearances may guide place-
ments for stage boundaries in the time-line.

Knowledge of the location of every local range within
the time-line also leads to a second richness curve that
sums all local ranges rather than one composite range for
each taxon. The result is a measure of sample size, from
which CONOP can perform a standard rarefaction exercise
to remove some influence of uneven sampling. Figure 9 in-
dicates the expected taxon richness history for a uniform
re-sampling level of 50 local ranges at each point in the
time-line. An alternative CONOP option maps the span of
each section into the time-line and reports per-section rich-
ness values.

Full analysis of Figs 8 and 9 is beyond the scope of this
paper. Nevertheless, a familiar pattern is evident: the isoto-
pic excursions correspond to intervals of rapid decline in
diversity. Proper analysis requires consideration of the un-
even sampling rate for different clades along the time-line
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-! Part of high-resolution time series of taxon richness generated
from 82-section CONOP time-line. Black line: raw, total, observed taxon
richness from composite ranges; i.e. not corrected for uneven sampling
(see Fig. 9). Grey lines: internal subdivision into richness components
from three clades in the time-line. Vertical grey rectangles: composite un-
certainty intervals for position of two carbon isotope excursions; dark
grey: interval of peak values; light grey: rising and falling values adjacent
to peak values. Asterisks: position of K-bentonites in composite time line.
X-axis: scaled (but uncalibrated) CONOP composite time-line from 82
Baltic Silurian sections and cores; scaling based on mean of rescaled sepa-
ration of adjacent events in all sections (full explanation of scaling in
Sadler et al. 2009). Stage boundaries located by first appearance of index
graptolite taxa.

�	����
.! Taxon richness before and after rarefaction to a uniform sam-
ple size of 50 locally observed ranges. Grey band: 95% confidence inter-
val on expected richness after rarefaction. Vertical grey rectangles:
carbon isotope excursions as in Fig. 8. Numbered black histograms: posi-
tion and number of locally observed ranges for four example taxa.
1 – Spirograptus guerichi; 2 – Cyrtograptus murchisoni; 3 – Cyrtograptus
lundgreni; 4 – Neodiversograptus nilssoni. Time line as in Fig. 8.
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(see Appendix for distribution of clades by section); i.e.
more data collection or more corrective statistics. Better in-
sight would derive from extending the geographic and tem-
poral scope, but at the cost of even larger data volumes to
handle. The Silurian of Baltica is still actually a rather
small data set for CONOP to sequence; optimization takes
a few hours on a laptop computer. The global graptoloid
database (Sadler et al. 2011) now holds about 23,000
range-end observations for 2,259 taxa from 601 range
charts; sequencing those data occupies a good laptop com-
puter for 10–14 days. Each new isotope curve published for
a section with a taxon range chart adds yet more data but
also supplies constraints that can shorten the run time. Nu-
merical optimization generates a wealth of diagnostic in-
formation for quality control of the input information, such
as checking for disjunct taxon ranges and poorly con-
strained composite range-ends (Sadler 2010). After correc-
tions are made – usually for taxonomic anomalies, less of-
ten for incompatible correlations of bentonites and isotope
excursions – a better optimization run can begin. Although
the logical rules of optimization are simple, it is not feasi-
ble to attempt such brute-force exercises manually.

������%

As the volume of stratigraphic data grows, it becomes ad-
vantageous to transfer the logic of human expert correla-
tion to computer algorithms that can manage tens of thou-
sands of local and varied observations. In such exercises it
is essential to encode as much time-stratigraphic informa-
tion as possible but in a fashion that does not exaggerate
the certainty or resolving power of that information. The
form and clarity of local records of Silurian carbon isotope
excursions varies with such factors as sample spacing, stra-
tigraphic completeness, and sediment accumulation rate.
Yet even loosely constrained isotopic excursions, favo-
rably located, may have very beneficial effects on time cor-
relation and the construction of palaeobiological
time-lines. Accordingly, correlative segments and infle-
xion points in local isotope data are best incorporated as
conservative uncertainty intervals. This is the opposite of
Shaw’s graphical treatment of taxon ranges. Each local
range is likely to under-estimate the true taxon range and is,
therefore, allowed to stretch when fitting all sections to the
same composite time-line of range-end events. Uncertainty
intervals on correlative parts of isotope excursions should
be picked conservatively to match or over-estimate the true
correlative intervals. While searching for the optimal sequ-
ence of stratigraphic events, sequencing algorithms may
shrink the local uncertainty intervals as dictated by infor-
mation from the most data-rich localities.

Implemented in this way, biostratigraphic and chemo-
stratigraphic data complement one another. Taxon range

information is more abundant but can be stretched to fit any
time-line. “Shrink-to-fit” information (uncertainty inter-
vals for stable isotope excursions) offers more constraint
because shrinkage is an inherently more limited adjustment
than stretching. Uncertainty intervals may shrink to a single
point but no smaller; thus, their inclusion immediately re-
duces the number of feasible time-lines that must be con-
sidered in a search for the ones that best fit the biostra-
tigraphic information. As the search converges on optimal
sequences of events, parts of the time-line within the span
of an isotope excursion or close to a fingerprinted bentonite
will tend to be the best resolved in the sense that they show
the fewest equally well-fit alternative sequences of events.

The biggest time-stratigraphic advantages accrue from
stable isotope analyses of rocks from sections with well doc-
umented taxon range charts. Computer-assisted reconstruc-
tion of global palaeobiological change is progressing be-
yond the need to combine data into biozone- or stage-sized
time bins. To keep pace with the resolving power of un-
binned time-lines, it is desirable that stable isotope records
be reported together with raw taxon ranges, or faunal lists,
not merely the biozone boundaries estimated from them.
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Clarity of an earlier draft was substantively improved by sugges-
tions from Madis Rubel and Mark Kleffner, pioneers in the man-
agement of large Silurian data sets. Melanie Hopkins helped test
the efficacy of uncertainty intervals. The development of CONOP
was supported by grants EAR9219731, EAR9980372,
OPP0338274, and EAR0518939 from the National Science
Foundation and NNX10AR78G from NASA. This paper is a con-
tribution to IGCP Project 591: The Early to Middle Paleozoic
Revolution.
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Sections and Data Sources for BALTIC Correlation Exercise

Section CH CO GR QQ References

Aizpute 41 link * x x Loydell et al. (2003)

Aizpute 41 lower x x x x Loydell et al. (2003)

Aizpute 41 upper x x x x Loydell et al. (2003), Kiipli et al. (2010b)

Anikaitse-Hulge x Viira et al. (2003)

Avaste x Männik (2008)

Bavnegård x Bjerreskov (1975)

Billegrav1 core x Koren’ et al. (1997)

Conodont composite * x Cramer (2009)

Djupvik 1–2 x Calner et al. (2003)

Dnistrove x x Malkowski et al. (2007)

Dubovskoye core x Nestor et al. (2009)

Edefors x Dahlquist et al. (2005)

Grötlingbo-1 core x x Calner et al. (2006)

Gussev-1 x Nestor (2007)

Hunninge 1 x Calner et al. (2003)

Hunninge core 1 x x Cramer et al. (2011b), Calner et al. (2006)

Ikla core lower x Nestor et al. (2002)

Ikla core link * x Nestor et al. (2002)

Ikla core upper x Nestor et al. (2002)

Ireviken sect 3 x x x Kiipli et al. (2006)

Jadivere x Männik (2008)

Kaugatuma core x x Kaljo et al. (2008), Brenchley et al. (2003)

Kardla core x x Kaljo et al. (2008), Brenchley et al. (2003)

Kolka-54 x x x Nestor (2007)

Krasnaya Bay comp * x Männik et al. (2009)

Kunkojai-12 core x Kiipli et al. (2008)

Kurtuvenai-161 core x Kaminskas et al. (2006)

Laesa x Bjerreskov (1975)

Loggarve 2 x Calner et al. (2003)

Lygumai-47 core x Kiipli et al. (2008)

Maglarp1 well x Bjerreskov (1986)

Malmoya-Malmoykalven x Nakrem (1986)

Mehikoorma 421 core x x Viira (2008)

Mulde composite * x x Jeppsson et al. (2003)

När-1 core x x x Jeppsson et al. (2003)

Ohesaare cliff x x Nestor (1990)

Ohesaare top x x x Viira (1998)

Ohesaare MT link * x x x Viira (1998)

Ohesaare middle x x x x Loydell et al. (1998), Kiipli et al. (2010b)

Ohesaare upper x x x Viira (1998), Kiipli et al. (2008, 2010a)

Øleå x Bjerreskov (1975)

Osmundsberg north x Bergström et al. (2008)

Osmundsberget x Loydell et al. (2004)

Paatsalu core x x x Rubel et al. (2007)
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Section CH CO GR QQ References

Panga cliff x x Rubel et al. (1990)

Paroveja core x Paškevičius (1976)

Pavilosta x x Nestor (2007), Nestor et al. (2009)

Priekule core x x Kiipli et al. (2010c)

Pristio composite * x Radzevičius (2007)

Ragakre 1 x Calner et al. (2003)

Riekstini core x x Brenchley et al. (2003)

Riksu core x x Nestor et al. (2001)

Risebaek x x Stouge et al. (1996)

Rubel composite * x Rubel et al. (2006)

Ruhnu upper core x x x x Kiipli et al. (2008, 2010a, b)

Ruhnu1 core x x Brenchley et al. (2003)

Saastna lower x Männik (2008)

Saastna link * x Männik (2008)

Saastna upper x Männik (2008)

Sandvika x Nakrem (1986)

Siupyliai-69 core x x Kiipli et al. (2008)

Soeginina cliff x Viira et al. (2003)

Staicele core lower x Nestor et al. (2002)

Staicele core link * x Nestor et al. (2002)

Staicele core upper x Nestor et al. (2002)

Taagepera core x x Brenchley et al. (2003)

Tamme K-38 core x x Brenchley et al. (2003)

Ushakov River comp * x Männik et al. (2009)

Valga core x x Kaljo et al. (2008)

Valgu canal 1 x Männik (2008)

Valgu canal 2 & 3 x Männik (2008)

Velise-Korgekalde x Männik (2008)

Ventspils upper x x x x Kaljo et al. (2006), Nestor (2007), Nestor et al. (2009)

Ventspils lower x x Loydell et al. (2005)

Ventspils link * x x Loydell et al. (2005), Bassett et al. (1989)

Vidale-263 x x Kiipli et al. (2010a)

Vidukle-61 core x x x Martma et al. (2005), Kiipli et al. (2008)

Viirelaid core lower x x x Rubel et al. (2007)

Viirelaid core upper x x x Rubel et al. (2007)

Viirelaid hiatus * x x x Rubel et al. (2007)

Viki core x x x Männik (2007), Kiipli et al. (2010b)

Vilkauiskis-131 core x Radzevičius (2006)

* “Pseudosection” with ordinal scale, but not true thickness

Abbreviations: CH = chitinozoan range data; CO = conodont range data; GR = graptolite range data; QQ = non biostratigraphic data
(bentonites, isotope excursions, etc.)
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